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Software security has become a crucial issue. Hence, guaranteeing the ab-
sence of security vulnerabilities in applications becomes an important area of
the verification process. Among other security flaws, due to incorrect software
developments, applications through exchanges with other applications may re-
veal (partial) information intended to remain secret. A possible model of such a
phenomenon is formalized in the notion of non-interference: data are classified
according to their private or public nature and only the public values are observ-
able. The correction then states that private data do not interfere with public
data: observation of the processing of public data (input and output in par-
ticular) does not make possible to extract information concerning private data
[6]. This property of non-interference is not a property of each of the traces of
execution taken individually but of each of the pairs of traces by specifying that
any pair of traces sharing the same public inputs also shares the same public
outputs.

We can specify this in terms of hyperproperties (instead of properties) which
express properties of sets of traces and not individual traces. An extension of
CTL∗ called HyperCTL∗ [3] provides a specification formalism for hyperprop-
erties, by adding to CTL∗ quantifiers on traces. Some other hyperlogics have
been proposed, with a hierarchy studied in [4].

Temporal logics have been extended to model properties of probabilistic
systems, like Markov chains (instead of Kripke structures). For instance, the
logic PCTL [9] trades the operators A and E of CTL, to a new probabilistic
operator P that follows the probability distribution over paths in the Markov
chain.

Later, hyper-versions of the logic PCTL has been introduced, called Hy-
perPCTL [1], that allows one to model probabilistic hyperproperties of Markov
chains: this enables the specification of probabilistic non-interference [8], or even
differential privacy [5].

Non-interference, even probabilistic, as worded is very coarse and cannot,
for example, distinguish the disclosure of a plaintext password and that of a
password hashed using a random value. However, it is obvious that knowing
the clear version of a password or its hashed version does not give the same
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amount of information. Therefore, non-interference has been extended with
quantitative aspects to distinguish these two situations [10]. Independently,
extensions of LTL logics have been consider to reason about quality [2]: instead
of associating a formula with the truth value 0 (false) or 1 (true), a formula is
now associated with a quality in the interval [0, 1]. Last year, Samuel Graepler
has considered an extension of HyperLTL with such qualitative reasonings [7].

The objective of this internship is thus to study qualitative extensions of
HyperPCTL, merging techniques used in the articles [1, 2]. Apart from a study
of the literature, the internship will consist in the definition of a qualitative
extension of HyperPCTL, and a study of the model-checking problem of this
logic, which consists in checking whether a given Markov chain fulfils a for-
mula. The goal is also to apply this model-checking algorithm to the problem
of quantitative non-interference, or other security measures.
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